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*Voice Quality* "The first description of voice quality production in forty years, this book provides a new framework for its study: The Laryngeal Articulator Model. Informed by instrumental examinations of the laryngeal articulatory mechanism, it revises our understanding of articulatory postures to explain the actions, vibrations and resonances generated in the epilarynx and pharynx."
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In this paper, the author tries to analyze the discourse of one particular school-text book of prescriptive Bangla Grammar (Suniti kumar Chattopadhyay's Bhasaa prakaas Bangaalaa vyaktaarana, 1939) in relation to the non-discursive formation of ideological state apparatuses (viz. school, family, colonial nation statist order of things). According to the author the non-discursive practice determines the discourse of prescriptive grammar, which is in fact, a meta-speaking on a particular appropriated, approximated and a selected standardized variety of speaking and writing grammar, in turn, was also contributing in the construction of the boundary of the linguistic statist imagINATION. The categories or order of things as represented in the grammar reflect the 'real (colonial)state' of affairs. In the discursive formation of this particular text-book of grammar, different epistemes from different space-time were represented sometimes with epistemological thresholds (e.g. the concept of grammar and vyaktaarana—altogether two different epistemic constructs. Their equivalence was overdetermined) and sometimes without such ruptures. In the second case, the author introduces the concept of 'epistemological amalgamation' (e.g., the order of things of Compariative Philology, Linguistics, Sanskrit vyakarana, Latin and English Grammar were sometimes amalgamated without apparently visiblable epistemological thresholds) which at a time represents so called colonial mimicry and post-colonial hybridity. The paper, on the other hand, is mimicry of Foucauldian discourse analysis with some due modifications as expected in the post-colonial hybrid academic space. /L/Neologism: Epistemological Amalgamation
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